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It's frustrating when someone says they will get something done and
they never do. Good team members will take initiative to solve
problems quickly and efficiently. In this week's episode of the CMN
Leadership Podcast, Chris Railey finishes his series on moving from
tension to resolution by talking about the importance of initiative.

Three things a team needs to move from tension to
resolution:
1. Trust
2. Communication
3. Initiative
As a leader you must model and teach initiative
- Don't avoid correcting mistakes
- Challenge your team members to be self-starters
- Energy shouldn't be wasted motivating others to do their
job
Initiative closes the gap between problem and solution
- Problem-solving is one of the most important skills in any
context
- Don't let problems paralyze your decision-making
- Credibility is lost when problems persist
- Credibility is gained when problems are solved
Three ingredients for success: Vision, Strategy, Execution
- Many have vision
- Fewer have a strategy
- Even fewer have execution
- Execution is built on initiative
Team Discussion
What is one problem your team can solve today?
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It's frustrating when someone says they will get something done and
they never do. Good team members will take initiative to solve
problems quickly and efficiently. In this week's episode of the CMN
Leadership Podcast, Chris Railey finishes his series on moving from
tension to resolution by talking about the importance of initiative.
Three things a team needs to move from tension to
resolution:
1. Trust
2. Communication
3. Initiative
As a leader you must model and teach __________
- Don't avoid correcting __________
- Challenge your team members to be __________
- Energy shouldn't be wasted __________ others to do their
__________
Initiative closes the __________ between __________ and
__________
- __________ is one of the most important skills in any
context
- Don't let problems __________ your decision-making
- Credibility is __________ when problems persist
- Credibility is __________ when problems are solved
Three ingredients for success: __________, __________,
__________
- Many have __________
- Fewer have a __________
- Even fewer have __________
- Execution is built on __________

Team Discussion
What is one problem your team can solve today?
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